Effects of the Splitter Blade on the Performance of a Pump-Turbine in Pump Mode
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The pumped hydro energy storage is the most effective way to store large-scale electricity and has been widely used in the world. As the key equipment in the pumped hydro energy storage, it is significant and urgent to improve the performance and operation stability of the pump-turbine. In this study, the effect of runners with and without splitter blade on the performances and inner flow characteristics of a pump-turbine in pump mode was analyzed by the method of numerical calculation. The results suggest that larger tangential velocity at runner outlet and higher pressure at the trailing edge of pressure side in splitter blade runner scheme contribute to higher head. The area of backflow at runner outlet, the highest values of entropy generation rate, and vorticity distribution in splitter blade runner scheme are well smaller than those in prototype runner without splitter blade, which is conducive to improving model performance.

1. Introduction

Clean energies, such as wind energy, solar energy, nuclear energy, and hydropower, are starting to play a significant role in the process of social development due to the progressive exhaustion of fossil fuels (coal and petroleum, etc.) and the severe environment pollution. However, a new issue has appeared: how to feed these energies to the current electricity system according to the changeable electricity consumption. The pumped hydro energy storage is a good solution to this issue. As a result, it is widely used to keep a balance between the electricity production and consumption and improve the electricity use efficiency and the stability of power grid. There are two reversible storage and generation working modes in the pumped storage power plant as shown in Figure 1. It is a special kind of hydropower with very high efficiency that can convert the electricity to the potential energy of water at low power grid loads (pump mode) and generate electricity with the stored water at high power grid loads (turbine mode) [1, 2]. As the most promising and effective way to store electricity, the pumped storage power plant has been widely used in Japan, America, Europe, China, and so on [3–5].

The key equipment of pumped storage power plant is the pump-turbine, which can be used as a pump or turbine at different operation conditions and switch between two working modes rapidly. Therefore, some high requirements on the design stage of the pump-turbine are proposed to improve the performance and cavitation ability, keeping stable during start-up and modes switches [6]. Some researchers have worked on the unstable characteristics, rotor-stator interaction, flow patterns, cavitation, and so on of the reversible pump-turbine, contributing to the rapid development and application of pump-turbines. Yan et al. [7] investigated the effect of water compressibility on the rotor-stator interaction by using simulation and experiment. The results showed that the compressible calculation had more accurate pressure fluctuations prediction in vanes region but higher pressure values in penstock and spiral case. Olimstad et al. [8] studied the effect of different runner leading edge (curvature radius and inlet blade angle) on the characteristics of pump-turbine in turbine mode. The results showed that larger radius and smaller inlet blade angle provided less steep characteristics; however the latter also exacerbated the unstable curves in both turbine and pump modes. Yin et
al. [9] found that broadening the meridional passage in the runner of pump-turbine could suppress the form of unstable curve. Yang et al. [10] adopted the inverse design method combining with computational fluid dynamics to design the blade profile according to the blade loading distributions and a design-of-experiment method to decide the test points, which was validated by experiment to be effective. Ješić et al. [11] studied the hump-shaped curve and rotating stall in a high head reversible pump-turbine at different guide vane openings. The results indicated that the hump had a great relationship with the rotating stall and at larger opening the hump was lighter. Zhang et al. [12] compared the dynamic relationship with the rotating stall and at larger opening the hump was lighter. The results presented the fact that the dynamic method gave more similar key transient parameters and unstable behaviors which influenced looping trajectories.

The splitter blade runner, a special structure runner with long and short blades placed alternately in the circumference direction, was proposed in centrifugal pumps [13, 14] and compressors [15, 16]. It has advantages of improving hydraulic performance and reducing the blade load, the appearance of secondary flow, pressure fluctuation, vibration, and so on. The first pump-turbine with a splitter blade runner was successfully applied in the real power plant in 2003 manufactured by Toshiba Corporation [17]; however there were a few studies on the pump-turbine. Tezuka [18] proposed a design method of splitter blade with the blade inlet equal and outlet unequal pitch arrangement. By using this method, two different specific-speed runners in Azumi and Kargamawa pumped storage power plants were designed, installed, and verified to have high reliability and better hydraulic performance. Meng et al. [19] studied the influence of splitter blade length on the pump-turbine efficiency and pressure fluctuation. The results suggested that the pressure fluctuation was lower with relatively high efficiency when the length ratio of splitter blade to long blade equaled 0.85.

With the development of computational fluid dynamics, numerical calculation technique as a significant approach of prediction and analysis has been reported in the fluid machinery [20, 21]. Therefore, after summarizing previous studies, this paper conducts a more detailed mechanism study of the inner flow characteristics of the pump-turbine in pump mode and takes into account the effect of splitter blade runner scheme on the performance. The numerical simulations are performed by ANSYS-CFX code. In addition, the simulation calculations are contrasted with experimental results at different flow rates. The velocity contours, pressure distribution, entropy generation rate, and vorticity distribution are analyzed to illustrate the differences of two schemes. Finally, this paper will provide some references on splitter blade design in pump-turbines to improve the performance.

### 2. Numerical Simulation Method

#### 2.1. Geometry Model

A reduced scale of a reversible pump-turbine, with nominal flow rate of \( Q = 410 \text{ kg/s} \), nominal head of \( H = 50 \text{ m} \), and a rotating speed of \( 1,300 \text{ r/min} \), is studied in this paper. The three-dimensional geometric model of the pump-turbine is showed in Figure 2, composed of five components: spiral casing, stay vanes, guide vanes, runner, and draft tube, corresponding to the real machine. It has 20 stay vanes and 20 guide vanes. Figure 3 shows the schemes of two runners without and with splitter blade. The prototype runner has nine main blades whereas the splitter blade runner has six main blades and six splitter blades, respectively. The splitter blade is distributed at the middle of passage and the leading edge is located at 0.45-time radius of runner.

#### 2.2. Mesh Generation

The pump-turbine computational domain was composed of five parts as the geometry model. The mesh was generated by means of ANSYS-ICEM code, as shown in Figure 4. As the mesh quality has a significant relationship with the calculation result, the hexahedral structured grid was adopted to obtain the results with less element number, short computing time, and small truncation error. The number and location of nodes on each pair of interfaces were refined for overcoming the interface influence on the flow fields and improving calculation accuracy. Furthermore, the mesh was refined near solid wall surface, such as blade and vane surfaces, where it is easy to capture the pressure gradients and flow separation phenomenon. Since the calculation result is sensitive to the grid number, several different sets of grids with increasing numbers were generated to perform the mesh independence analysis at two flow rates for the prototype pump-turbine, as shown in Figure 5. The heads at two different flow rates exhibit large deviations from the test results when the total mesh elements are less than 6121.3 thousand. After this mesh number, the head gets closer to the test and behaves almost flat with mesh elements increase. As a result, the grid number for the whole computation domain was chosen to approximate 7447.9 thousand. The detailed mesh information of each component for two schemes is listed in Table 1.

#### 2.3. Numerical Simulation Setup

The numerical simulation was carried out with commercial ANSYS-CFX code by solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations based on the finite volume method. Shear stress transport (SST) model [21, 22] was complemented to
simulate turbulence flow in the pump-turbine and automatic wall function was chosen for the near wall treatment. The discretization methods for time and space were selected as second-order backward Euler and high resolution, respectively. The rotating reference frame was applied to the runner while the stationary reference frame was installed at other parts. In addition, total pressure was imposed as boundary condition at the draft tube inlet. The mass flow with stochastic fluctuation of the velocity was installed at the spiral casing outlet, in sympathy with test condition. The calculation was considered to be convergence with the root mean square (RMS) residual less than $10^{-5}$.

### 3. Experimental Validation

In this study, the performance experiments of pump-turbine model were carried out at one guide vane opening (25 mm GVO) in pump mode and compared with the simulation results, as shown in Figure 6. The test performance curve was expected to be stable with a negative slope when the flow rate was larger than 340 kg/s. However, a hump region marked by a positive slope was also found during part-load conditions. The numerical simulation head of the prototype shows a good agreement with the test curve (the maximum error is 6.4%), which proves the numerical calculation is reliable and is the foundation of the following detailed studies. Therefore, the same numerical method was adopted for the splitter blade runner scheme and the head is also presented in Figure 6.

Because the efficiency obtained from ANSYS-CFX is only hydraulic efficiency without considering the electric motor and mechanical efficiency and volumetric efficiency, it cannot be compared with test system efficiency directly. Therefore, the difference in simulation hydraulic efficiency between the splitter blade runner scheme and the prototype is showed in Figure 7. It can be observed that the efficiency of splitter blade runner scheme is higher than that of the prototype at full flow rates, with the maximum difference of 2.4%. Combining Figure 6 with Figure 7, it can be concluded that splitter blade runner scheme improves the head and efficiency of the pump-turbine in pump mode and reduces the hump region to a certain degree. As a result, four operation points A, B, C, and D corresponding to flow rates 266 kg/s, 311.3 kg/s, 391.4 kg/s, and 475.8 kg/s were chosen to investigate the inner flow characteristics for a single guide vane opening in the following parts.
4. Results and Discussions

4.1. The Radial and Tangential Velocity Distributions at the Runner Outlet. The contours of the tangential component of absolute velocity at runner outlet, normalized by runner tip circumference velocity \( U_2 \), for the runners with and without splitter blade at four different flow rates are presented in Figure 8. According to Euler’s equation, the theoretical head in pump mode equals \( H_t = \frac{(V_{t2}U_2 - V_{t1}U_1)}{g} \), where \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) are the circumference velocity and \( V_{t1} \) and \( V_{t2} \) are the tangential velocity at runner inlet and outlet, respectively. In this expression, \( U_2 \) is constant in two runner schemes and \( V_{t1}U_1 \) is very small compared with \( U_2V_{t2} \). Therefore, the theoretical head is determined almost by the runner outlet tangential velocity \( V_{t2} \). Generally, \( V_{t2} \) decreases with increase of the flow rate for both runner schemes in Figure 8. The distributions of local high velocity regions near shroud side and low velocity regions near hub side correspond to the passage positions at flow rates 391.4 kg/s and 475.8 kg/s, whereas they exhibit more complex structure at 266 kg/s and 311.3 kg/s. The tangential velocities in runner with splitter blade are evidently larger than that in runner without splitter.
blade, particularly at flow rates 266 kg/s and 311.3 kg/s. Therefore, the splitter blade runner contributes to higher head in agreement with the performance curve in Figure 6.

Figure 9 presents the contours of the radial component of relative velocity at runner outlet at different flow rates, which is normalized by runner tip circumference velocity $U_2$. As can be seen, the distribution of radial velocity has an apparent relationship with the runner passages. The high and low radial velocity regions are distributed alternatively along the circumference direction of the runner outlet. This could be partly because the classical jet-wake pattern occurs at runner outlet region; that is, the high radial velocity appears near the pressure side of blade while the low radial velocity emerges adjacent to the suction side of blade, according to relevant references [23, 24]. For prototype runner at flow rate 475.8 kg/s, three high radial velocity regions located evenly at runner outlet can be observed from the passage mid-plane to the hub. When the flow rate reduces to 391.4 kg/s, the high radial velocity regions almost disappear whereas the area of low radial velocity increases even with negative values. That is, some small backflows appear in these passages near shroud side. Then these backflow regions with negative radial velocity progressively move to hub side at 266 kg/s and 311.3 kg/s and extend with the decrease of flow rate. The backflow regions are blade wake in which the momentum interchanges strongly and the hydraulic loss exists. As a result, the hydraulic loss in prototype runner increases with the decrease of flow rate. As for the runner with splitter blade, the evolution of radial velocity with flow rate is similar to that of prototype runner, but with evidently smaller backflow regions, particularly at the flow rates 266 kg/s and 311.3 kg/s at which the backflow regions with negative radial velocity nearly disappear. The reason could be that the backflow is suppressed due to the improved jet-wake pattern by the splitter blade. It can be concluded that the splitter blade runner scheme optimizes the structure of jet-wake pattern, decreases the hydraulic loss, and improves the runner performance, especially at low flow rates.

4.2. The Pressure and Streamline Distributions. The pressure and streamline distributions on the pressure side of runner blade are presented in Figure 10 at four different flow rates. The area of low-pressure zone at the leading edge in the prototype is evidently larger than that in splitter blade runner scheme at flow rate 266 kg/s. This indicates that the blade does not fully deliver energy on the fluid in this region. The reason could be that the blade number at the runner inlet of splitter blade runner scheme is less than that of the prototype, which decreases the inlet blockage and flow velocity, resulting in an increase of shock angle and static pressure. Meanwhile, according to streamline distribution of the main blade, the
nonuniform streamline with a high curvature in prototype runner deviates from hub to shroud near the blade front part, which might be one of the reasons for the low-pressure region. Furthermore, the main blade of splitter blade runner scheme at the trailing edge has a larger high-pressure zone than the prototype, which contributes to a higher head.

In Figure 10, it can also be observed that the splitter blade runner scheme has better streamline distributions than the prototype on the pressure side of the main blade. The streamline distributions in both schemes are relatively smooth at larger flow rates 475.8 kg/s and become distortion at the other three flow rates. Therefore, combining the unstable region of performance curve in Figure 6, detailed analyses are carried out at lower flow rate to reveal the effect of adding splitter blade on the internal flow characteristics and the performance in the following study.

4.3. The Entropy Generation Rate Distribution. The energy loss in a pump-turbine is caused by the effects of Reynolds stress and viscous stress. This process is irreversible and the lost energy converts to internal energy, resulting in the entropy generation. As recommended by Denton [25], entropy is an extremely useful method to measure the loss, which directly represents the devastation of useful work. Meanwhile, some relevant studies on the entropy generation rate [25, 26] were proposed to analyze unsteady turbulence flow situation in the operation process of fluid machinery. Moore [27] applied the entropy generation rate to the eddy viscosity turbulence flow model. In this model, the internal heating source was neglected and the entropy generation rate per volume was first defined in (1). The turbulent viscous dissipation term on the right hand in this equation was expressed by using eddy viscosity as in (2):
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Figure 10: The contours of pressure and streamline distributions on the pressure side of runner blade.

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{T} \left( \tau_{ij} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \mu \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} \right)
\]

where \( \tau_{ij} \) is the viscous stress sensor, \( \mu_t \) and \( \mu \) are eddy viscosity and turbulent dynamic viscosity, respectively, and \( T \) is temperature of working flow which is considered to be constant of 298 K.

Figure 11 presents the distributions of entropy generation rate (EGR) per volume at mid span in runner, guide vanes, and stay vanes of the prototype and splitter blade runner scheme at flow rate 266 kg/s. Large entropy generation rate in the runner can be found at the leading edge of blade suction side due to small incident angle, in the passage, and at the trailing edge of main blades due to blade wake effect. The largest entropy generation rate concentrates on the interface between runner and guide vanes, the leading edge of guide vanes and the suction side of stay vanes, causing energy loss and a drop of efficiency. The area of high entropy generation rate in the splitter runner blade scheme is well smaller than that in prototype. This means that adding splitter blade can effectively reduce the energy loss in the runner, guide vanes, and stay vanes, conducing to the improvement of the efficiency.

4.4. The Vorticity Distribution at Guide Vanes and Stay Vanes.

The vorticity can be used to indicate the local ration rate and...
Figure 11: The contours of entropy generation rate distribution at mid span for both schemes.

Figure 12: The vorticity and velocity distributions of guide vanes and stay vanes at mid span.
turbulence of the fluid. It can be defined by the following expression:

\[ \omega = \frac{\partial v_y}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial v_x}{\partial y}. \]  

(5)

Figure 12 shows the vorticity and velocity distributions of guide vanes and stay vanes at mid span in prototype and splitter blade runner scheme at flow rate 266 kg/s. As observed, the area of high vorticity in the prototype is well larger than that in splitter blade runner scheme, especially in region A and region B, which is mainly due to the deviation effect of the incoming flow. The large vorticity indicates that fluid produces a large rotational angular velocity and intense perturbation in the flow field, which is not conducive to energy conversion and transportation. It may even be one of the significant reasons for the formation of the hump region in the prototype. Meanwhile, according to the local velocity distributions in regions A and B in Figure 12, some small vortices and flow separation that can be found in the prototype improved in splitter blade scheme. This is because the splitter blade added at the rear part of the runner channel decreases the velocity slip, enhances the control to the fluid, optimizes the jet-wake flow patterns, and makes the flow coming out from runner more uniform. Then the uniform incoming flow reduces the impingement on the guide vane inlet and makes the flow flatter in the guide vane channels, which can effectively improve flow instability and flow separation phenomenon. As a result, the splitter blade runner scheme has smoother flow patterns and less energy loss in the guide vanes and stay vanes, contributing to better performance.

5. Conclusions

The effects of adopting runner without and with splitter blade on the performance of the pump-turbine in pump mode were investigated by means of the numerical simulations. The numerical calculations showed a good agreement with the test results in performance prediction. Various quantities, including the velocity, pressure, streamline distribution, entropy generation rate, and vorticity distribution, were adopted to verify and analyze internal flow characteristics inside the pump-turbine for different runner schemes. Some conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) The runner with splitter blade can effectively improve the performance for a pump-turbine in pump mode. Compared to prototype runner, the maximum increased values of the head and the efficiency are 2m and 2.4% at full operating conditions in splitter blade runner scheme, respectively

(2) When the flow rate is less than 391.4 kg/s, in prototype runner, the radial component of relative velocity at the runner outlet reduces to zero and even negative values, and the streamlines on the pressure side of the blade cause an obvious distortion, which result in serious backflow and hydraulic loss relative to splitter blade runner scheme

(3) The tangential component of absolute velocity at runner outlet and the distribution of high-pressure region on the pressure side of the blade in splitter blade runner scheme is evidently larger than that in runner without splitter blade, particularly at flow rates 266 kg/s and 311.3 kg/s, contributing to higher head

(4) At lower flow rate 266 kg/s, the areas of high entropy generation rate and high vorticity in guide vanes and stay vanes for the splitter blade runner scheme are well smaller than those for the prototype scheme, which decreases the energy loss and enhances the energy conversion and transportation.

Nomenclature

- \( g \) [m/s²]: Gravitational acceleration
- \( H \) [m]: Head
- \( H_d \) [m]: Nominal head
- \( H_{th} \) [m]: Theoretical head
- \( k \) [W/m K]: Thermal conductivity
- \( n \) [r/min]: Rotational speed
- \( Q \) [m³/h]: Mass flow rate
- \( Q_{f} \) [m³/h]: Nominal flow rate
- \( T \) [K]: Temperature
- \( U_{1} \) [m/s]: Circumferential velocity at runner inlet
- \( U_{2} \) [m/s]: Circumferential velocity at runner outlet
- \( u_t \) [m/s]: Liquid velocity in the x/y/z direction
- \( v \) [m/s]: Relative velocity
- \( v_{r} \) [m/s]: Radial component of relative velocity
- \( V_{r} \) [m/s]: Tangential velocity at runner inlet
- \( V_{a2} \) [m/s]: Tangential velocity at runner outlet
- \( x_{i} \) [x/y/z direction]: Coordinate
- \( \Delta \eta \): The difference of hydraulic efficiency
- \( \mu \) [kg·m⁻¹·s⁻¹]: Dynamic viscosity
- \( \mu_t \) [kg·m⁻¹·s⁻¹]: Eddy viscosity
- \( \sigma \) [W·m⁻³·K⁻¹]: Entropy generation rate per unit volume
- \( \tau_{ij} \): Viscous stress sensor
- \( \omega \) [s⁻¹]: Vorticity.
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